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From Code to Discourse: Social Media and Linkage Mechanisms in Deliberative Systems

Abstract
Scholars have increasingly examined less formal conceptions of public deliberation, coinciding with a shift to the deliberative systems approach. However, few have grappled with how, or how well, discussions in distributed spaces connect to one another. Those who have theorized about such “linkage” have done so in an unsatisfactorily broad manner (Parkinson, 2016). This article addresses this gap in the context of social media by reviewing the literature on platforms’ technical features and emergent discursive forms, and considering the capacity for these to link flows of deliberation as they evolve online and approach empowered spaces. Avenues for future research are discussed.
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Introduction

Online deliberation has largely been evaluated by face-to-face standards, drawing on Habermas (1984, 1990, 1996). Some researchers (e.g., Coleman & Moss, 2012; Dahlberg, 2001; Dahlgren, 2005; Freelon, 2010; Graham, 2015; Zimmermann, 2015) have critiqued and looked beyond this approach. Instead, expanded views of deliberation have been employed (Conover & Searing, 2005; Mansbridge, 1999; Young, 2006). Implicitly, this approach is informed by a systemic view of deliberation (Mansbridge et al., 2012): Not every discussion space needs to meet every criterion, but the spaces must be linked. Unfortunately, these studies do not explicitly examine how forums might connect. Digital media studies meanwhile look at actual objects of connection as it occurs online, such as through hyperlinks, follower networks, semantic tags, and memes. By integrating these bodies of research, scholars can better evaluate deliberative functions in digital communication environments. At the same time, scholars of digital media can better frame the contribution the objects of their study make to the broader political system.

This article lays the necessary groundwork for studying social media-enabled linkage mechanisms in deliberative systems. In the first section, I overview the central tenets of deliberation, how it has been evaluated in online contexts, and recent expansions of definitions that coincide with the system or network view of deliberative democracy. The next section discusses the core concept of linkage within that view, with emphasis on mediated links. The potential for social media to serve as a “macro” link between spheres is explored before focusing on actual connections within and among deliberative exchanges on these platforms. Following an overview of digital media objects’ technical and discursive means of connection, potential for future research is outlined.

Deliberation and the Systemic Turn

Deliberation’s most enduring definition comes from Habermas (1996): Participants must make use of rational argumentation in reciprocal fashion, with equality. Rational argumentation is central to the justification of claims (Dryzek, 2000; Habermas, 1984; Mansbridge et al., 2010) requiring at a minimum the presence of causal structure (Zimmermann, 2015). Reciprocity refers to the level of interactivity in a discussion. Equality has been used to refer to equal opportunity to participate, but also respect among participants – internal equality (Habermas, 1996) – which implies listening. Satisfying these conditions should allow deliberation to produce reflected public opinions that constitute the public sphere and subsequently pressure the formal political system to integrate them into decision-making.
A large body of research has applied these standards to online discussion, with mixed results (for overviews: Graham, 2015; Zimmermann, 2015). These ambivalent findings have led to a number of related complaints about this body of research. Aside from noting inconsistent operationalization (Graham, 2015; Zimmerman, 2015), the thrust of the critiques is conceptual. Evaluating online deliberation by Habermas’ criteria “tell[s] us no more than that researchers prefer certain modes of civic talk,” according to Coleman and Moss (2012, p. 7). This “rationalist bias” (Dahlgren, 2005; Mouffe, 1999; Sanders, 1997) seems to overlook the demos in democracy, systematically favoring some groups over others.

While noting that the overwhelming majority of online interactions are geared toward entertainment, consumerism, and nonpolitical socializing (Dahlgren, 2005), some researchers have consequently expanded the scope of their inquiry into discursive participation online, to examine less formal “everyday political talk” (Conover & Searing, 2005; Graham, 2012), enclave deliberation (Simone, 2010), liberal-individualist expression, and potential hybrids such as rationalist monologue and individualist dialogue (Freelon, 2010; Freelon, 2015; Zimmerman, 2015). These supplemental forms of discourse differ from formal deliberation procedurally, but may share common goals (Zimmerman, 2015) in building toward the legitimation of political outcomes (Habermas, 1996; Wessler, Rinke & Lob, 2016). The expanded attention of these studies has coincided with a shift toward the system view of deliberation (Mansbridge et al., 2012).

Studies of deliberative quality have tended to focus on only one episode or forum of deliberation, or perhaps compare one forum’s quality against another’s (Dryzek, 2010; Mansbridge et al., 2012; Thompson, 2008; for examples, see Pedrini, 2014; Wessler & Rinke, 2014). But the policy decisions that democracies make outstrip the capacity of single institutions. The contestation of public interests is undertaken by legislative bodies and other institutions of the state, advocacy organizations, media, and citizens. These various sites constitute a deliberative system (e.g., Dryzek, 2009, 2010; Goodin, 2005; Hendricks, 2006; Mansbridge, 1999; Mansbridge et al. 2012; Parkinson 2008, 2012; Young 1996, 2006). This system entails distributed functions and a division of labor among its differentiated but interdependent parts (Mansbridge et al. 2012). This means (1) that not all parts must fully fulfill every expectation of deliberative quality, and (2) that these parts must be connected in a way that allows changes in one to effect change in some other (Mansbridge et al. 2012). According to Dryzek (2009), it is the strength of these linkages that helps determine the quality of the system at large.

Evaluating deliberation in the system view implies quality tradeoffs (Mansbridge et al., 2010; Sanders, 1997; Young, 2000), necessitating contextual expectations (Beste, 2013; Goodin, 2005, 2008). Goodin argues the variety of social contexts
necessitates differing criteria of discursive quality, which may then be realistically achieved within a given context’s demands and affordances. Some sites may be more deliberative, some more contestatory. Partisan campaigns, for example, may be seen as fitting an ecological niche in a deliberative system (Dryzek, 2010; Mansbridge et al., 2012), encouraging the flo of ideas and perspectives despite their failure to meet traditional standards (Cohen, 1989; Habermas, 1984). Their influence on other deliberative components is of interest in the system view. However, Beste (2013) still sees a downside to the contextual evaluation approach. It views the political process as made up of separate units, while “networking environments regularly do not follow this logic,” (p. 26), and instead should be “understood as a complex, fluid and evolving ‘infrastructure’” (Healey et al., 2004, p. 86). This places a great importance on the means of connection among and within discourses as they evolve. To this end, this article focuses on how a hierarchy of digital media objects, from the technical to the discursive, serve to connect flows of deliberation.

‘Linkage’

Young (2006) introduced “linkage” as a necessary criterion for a functional, de-centered deliberative system. It seems obvious that in a deliberative democracy, deliberation occurring in far-ranging spaces must be connected for those conversations to be meaningful. It is understood that ideas must pass from site to site, challenged, filtered, and shaped by multiple groups – a process that can illuminate what reasons may be appropriate to present to empowered sites such as decision-making bodies and mass media (Dryzek, 2009). Regardless, linkage’s theoretical importance is only beginning to be emphasized (Boswell, 2013; Dryzek, 2016; Hayward, 2008; Mansbridge et al., 2012; Parkinson, 2008, 2016). To date, the linkage concept has been used in reference to connections among institutions or even at the scale of “spheres.” Later in this article, I discuss how it also might be observed among micro-level sites of online deliberation.

It is worth noting that unlike Habermas’ two-track conception of a deliberative system (1996), where the will formation of the state is the core surrounded by a periphery of public opinion, most current system scholars’ proposed models do not necessarily center on the state. Binding decisions can be made outside of state power (Mansbridge et al., 2012). Therefore, functional linkages need not link all sites of deliberation to the decision-making bodies of the state, although that is often ideal (Hendriks, 2016). One further conceptual caveat is that the emerging push to study connections in deliberative systems makes use of a few related concepts that can be subsumed under the broader idea of “linkage.” Hendriks (2016) for example develops the idea of loose or tight “coupling” of institutions or groups, while Dryzek (2009) and Boswell et al. (2016) talk about the “transmission” of ideas from the public to elites. These two metaphors both describe connections, but Hendriks
clarifies that while transmission focuses on flows of communication, coupling focuses attention on the relationships and interactions among institutions and spaces, and “encourages us to look at multidirectional linkages between sites, rather than focusing on flows predominately from public to empowered sites,” (p. 46).

There are various potential mechanisms of linkage, both organic and designed (Hendriks, 2016). Institutional forms, such as parliamentary inquiries, send decisions from appointed deliberative sites directly to lawmakers. Gutmann and Thompson (1996) describe this as “middle democracy” – citizens making use of existing institutions that link the public with decision-making. Political parties offer another somewhat formalized means to transmit political will from aggregated citizens to representative bodies. But linkage is almost always mediated, with mass media theorized as serving as “the major links” (Mansbridge et al., 2012). Habermas (2006) conceives the mass media as serving to focus, in both content and form, the public’s agenda. Addressing the communication landscape more inclusively, Parkinson (2012) and Rasmussen (2009) suggest the communication between citizens and elites will occur through mass media, personal networks, and social media. While Habermas (2006) argued that (at least at that time) the Internet’s role was secondary, the dynamic nature of deliberative systems means it is difficult to generalize about the linkage role of each medium, or even any one channel within these, as they may vary across time and issues (Mansbridge et al., 2012). Taken together, though, media allow for discourse to link deliberative spaces by “enabling[ing] actors across the system to draw on as shared argumentative resources,” (Boswell et al., 2016, p. 3; Dryzek, 2009).

Social Media as a Macro Link

A starting point for thinking about social media’s role in deliberative systems is as a macro link, a generic intermediary between citizens and mass media, or citizens and elites. Although ill-defined in the literature (Veenstra et al., 2017), social media are generally understood as applications that “facilitate content creation, sharing, and social networking,” (Gretzel, 2015, p. 184). The prevalence of entertainment on social media platforms may have a similar result as the spectacle-driven televised deliberation Coleman (2013) describes, wherein public deliberation and popular culture are inherently mixed. Articulating a view that echoes Goodin’s contextual expectations, Coleman (2013) argues that rather than mimicking a university seminar, “a more modest, but hugely important, role for television is to make the debates that are already going on in the real world accessible, engaging and inclusive to as many people as possible, and particularly those whose experiences, viewpoints, and voices are most commonly overlooked by conventional traditions of rarefied and hierarchical deliberation,” (p. 29). Social media may serve a parallel function in amplifying the myriad conversations of the public. Their hybrid media
environment empowers “different publics and construct[s] different media narratives,” with an expanded “tonal range” that especially privileges playfulness and humor (Freelon & Karpf, 2015, p. 391; Chadwick, 2013).

As a macro link, social media might overcome some of the structural weaknesses inherent in mass media, such as the news values that dictate presentation and act as filters (Barnett, 1997; Parkinson, 2006, 2012; Xenos, 2008). Valid, compelling reasoning may fail to be linked to broader audiences because of those filter values. Ostensibly, though, less gatekeeping and a limitless “news hole” (Parkinson, 2006, p. 177) mean social media may be better positioned to transmit otherwise neglected perspectives (Parkinson, 2012; for examples, see Drueke & Zobl, 2015; Freelon & Karpf, 2015; Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2016; Maireder & Schlogl, 2014), and offer new forms of access to elites. Similarly, social media cultures have helped shift the role of journalists to “gatewatchers,” increasingly influenced or informed by readers (Bruns, 2008; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). Social media and mass media, then, may operate as symbiotic spheres, providing, in turn, a variety of views and lucidity and standardization (Rasmussen, 2009).

Social media may not be driven by the same filtering incentives as the mass media (Xenos, 2008) but are ruled by their own, less established values that channel social traffic (van Dijck & Poell, 2013). Social media exist under proprietary control that can filter messages using black-box algorithms to help users deal with the overwhelming number of messages generated in their network (Bozdag, 2013). These algorithms convert notions of a “networked public” (boyd, 2010; Ito, 2008) to more complicated notions of “personalised, calculated publics,” (Gillespie, 2014, p. 188). This social filtering has introduced a subtle layer of human-machine gatekeeping over the democratic breadth implied by social media (Bozdag, 2013). More explicitly, “algorithms are made to capture, analyze, and re-adjust individual behavior in ways that serve particular ends,” and for social media platforms these ends are increased time spent and engagement on the platform (Jurgenson, 2015, para. 14). This relationship shapes what users see, and ultimately share (para. 15). More directly disconcerting is growing concern that political bots may distort these opinion climates by way of computational propaganda (Bessi & Ferrara, 2016; Woolley & Howard, 2016). The final outcome of algorithmically curated social media experience is unsettled, though. Using tracking data, Guess (2016), for example, finds a broad overlap in the media most people consume through these platforms, and goes as far as to suggest that “from the perspective of democratic theory, these websites provide two vital functions: shared mediated experiences and access to diverse perspectives,” (p. 30; see also Barbera, 2014; Vaccari et al., 2016).

Evaluating the potential of messages distributed through social media platforms to link disparate discussion sites across the electorate also may raise questions about
the effect of a digital divide (e.g., van Deursen & van Dijk, 2014). The demographics of their user bases can be partially informative; Facebook use is beginning to mirror the general population, with 72 percent of adult Internet-using Americans members as of 2015, without much variation across race, income, age, or education (Pew Research Center, 2015). Only 23 percent of online adults used Twitter, however, with more variation in terms of age and rural/urban populations. While growing use may offset some remaining divides, inevitably other pockets of the population will remain unconnected. In the broad view, however, “as the Internet becomes the chief backbone for any kind of media distribution, distinctions between networked and non-networked public spheres are increasingly meaningless,” (Bruns & Highfield, 2016, p. 106).

Likewise, disconnects may be overcome in part through inter-media agenda-setting processes (e.g., Conway, Kenski & Wang, 2015; Groshek & Grosheck, 2013). User-generated social media posts not only serve as content fodder for large-audience digital aggregators like Buzzfeed, but content created on Tumblr, Instagram, Reddit and other platforms is then picked up and broadcast by mass media (Dahr, 2015; del Aguila-Obra, Padilla-Melendez & Serarols-Tarres, 2007; see also Chadwick, 2013). Social media messages possessing high retransmission potential (e.g., Liu-Thompkins, 2012; Spitzberg, 2014; Stefanone, et al., 2015; Sutton et al., 2015) may filter up to more empowered sites in traditional mass media (Dryzek, 2009), and outward to peripheral face-to-face conversations, connections which reduce the importance of demographics (Bruns & Highfield, 2016; Rasmussen, 2009, p. 23). No single channel or medium is perfectly inclusive, but interconnected spaces are better able to serve the public (Dryzek, 2016). This highlights the nature of social media as comprising a “nested” deliberative system in themselves — not separate, but parallel and interconnected (e.g., Colleoni et al., 2014; Jurgenson, 2012; Bruns & Highfield, 2016) to a broader system.

**Linkages within Social Media**

Parkinson (2016) has recently noted deliberative democrats’ surprising inattention to links between sites – what is transmitted and how this is achieved. When the topic has been covered at all, scholars have taken an overly broad view. He attributes this oversight to the orienting metaphors scholars have used to conceptualize deliberative democracy, in particular the use of bounded, centered spheres, which “directs the scholarly gaze within rather than between,” them (p. 13). Work that treats small-scale forums as linkages (i.e., middle democracy, Gutmann & Thompson, 1996; Mansbridge, 1999) simply inserts “another set of bounded spaces in between the ‘big two’ of the informal and formal public spheres, and says little directly about transmission per se,” (Parkinson, 2016, p. 13). In contrast to viewing social media as a macro link, then, scholars can focus their attention on the linkage
of strands of deliberation as it occurs within and across these platforms. What technical or cultural means allow the circulation and propagation of ideas? Focusing on digital media objects and examining their roles in connecting and serving deliberative functions can help ground the abstract concept.

Doing so can also help address a related problem in research that looks at the intersection of political communication and information technology more generally: “The majority of this research is narrowly construed, typically focusing on a single medium or platform at a time” (Bode & Vraga, forthcoming). This work ignores network logic and the actual nature of digital media as a communicative system. One way to address the shortcomings described in both cases is to focus on the way messages are spread within and across platforms. The following section outlines a hierarchy of prominent digital media objects, discussing how each functionally links messages or conversations within and across platforms.

Importantly, a networked sphere includes not only a social dimension but an objective or structural one, which includes texts, digital media objects, and social and hyperlink networks. The connective objects within these flows then can be understood on a continuum that ranges from the socio-technical to the discursive (Maireder & Schlogl, 2014; Rasmussen, 2009). Deliberation occurring through digital media is made possible through the de facto technical connections of hypertext, which is the underlying concept supporting the structure of the Web. The contemporary social Web, characterized by user-driven phenomena like networking platforms and comments sections (Carlson & Strandberg, 2012; Flew, 2007; Gretzel, 2015), builds on this foundation, with discrete speech acts connecting in a number of effortless ways built into the platform architecture (Bruns & Moe, 2014; Gillen, 2007). Use of aggregative semantic tags (e.g., Twitter hashtags) can then connect posts to form, for example, ad hoc publics or issue publics (Bruns & Burgess, 2011), simultaneously linking discussions in both a technical and discursive way (Wikstrom, 2014; Zappavigna, 2015). Network architecture then allows users’ personal connections to serve as conduits for incidental exposure and exponential audiences (Bruns & Highfield, 2016). Finally, memes can be seen to spread and connect by way of these subordinate means while serving a discursive linking role that incorporates the bridging elements of narrative (Boswell, 2013) and intertextuality (Milner, 2012).

**Linkage through Technical Features**

On social platforms, the most obvious way to link conversations, forums, or strata in a system is to use built-in functions — tools embedded in sites’ architectures. These tools help sort and target information in a vast and otherwise chaotic sphere. Their use may be “socio-technical” linkage (see Rasmussen, 2009, p. 21). Another
way of thinking about the role of platforms’ technical features in supporting deliberative linkage is through the discourse architecture literature (e.g., Freelon, 2015). This work argues that “distinct discourse architectures can be thought of as packages of technical characteristics that work together to enable and constrain different norms of democracy,” (Freelon, 2015, p. 776). Likewise, the presence of some technical features may encourage the formation and strength of linkages.

A universal feature of digital media, hyperlinks’ primary functions are sorting and targeting information, but may be employed for social uses. Havalais (2008, p. 48) has argued that they are “the currency and connective tissue of the networked society.” Hyperlinks are sometimes used to support deliberative arguments with supplementary facts. These facts are then literally linked to the ongoing thread of deliberation, as Bor (2013) finds in an analysis of political campaigns’ Facebook pages. Hyperlinks can link internally within a channel (e.g., linking to a Facebook page on Facebook), or externally across sites (e.g., linking to news sites or other forums). Because link structures determine search engine results, this can also serve to amplify messages (Ackland et al., 2007; Park et al., 2005) and distribute attention on a given issue. Hyperlinks are also used to explore the deliberative connectivity among blogs (e.g., the left and right blogospheres, as shown by Adamic & Glance, 2005; Herring et al., 2005; Hargittai, Gallo & Kane, 2008). A lack of cross-pollination via hyperlinks is associated with enclaves and single-discourse dominance which is self-reinforcing (Stevenson & Dryzek, 2012). It is worth noting that analysis can reveal not only sites’ network centrality, but their role as intermediary brokerages — sites “which provide crucial connections among clusters of websites, even if they do not necessarily have a large number of hyperlinks leading to them directly,” (Koopmans & Zimmermann, 2007, p. 224). In general, hyperlinks provide a technical means of connecting “issues, publics, arguments, and facts,” though this may not be realized in practice (Rasmussen, 2009, p. 20). As with other technical linkage mechanisms, hyperlinks allow us to see connections among sites of deliberation being made at a granular level. Compared to other technical means, hyperlinking may be seen as lacking aggregative potential; whereas a hashtag can link an unlimited number of posts, a hyperlink discretely connects to one object.

Other built-in functions are used for targeting and filtering messages on social platforms. Twitter’s @-mention, retweet, and hashtag are examples of tools that allow users to target their message to different “layers” of a platform audience (Bruns & Moe, 2014). Although social media platforms differ in the functions available to users, platform convergence produces similar overlapping functionalities (e.g., Facebook added Twitter’s hashtag function in 2013). @-mentions, interpersonal exchanges mostly visible to the direct participants, may not seem to hold great potential for deliberative linkage, but represent a powerful mechanism for scaffolding
deliberation “upward” to elites and broader forums. Media elites and elected officials may transfer deliberation hashed out in less conspicuous forums to their more-public platform when contacted in this way (Maireder & Ausserhofer, 2014; cf. Graham et al., 2013). Retweets and default posts allow users to share with their personal publics, while hashtags allow them to join wider conversations (e.g., Bruns & Burgess, 2011; Veenstra et al., 2015).

Maireder and Ausserhofer (2014, pp. 305–6) describe how these various fundamental operators link otherwise-distributed discourse as it evolves and coalesces online: “[Twitter users] linked to news stories, documents, critical blog posts, and satirical videos. They also heavily referred to each other, retweeted one another’s messages, responded to arguments, and approached each other for a reaction. On Twitter, [an Austrian deputy governor’s conviction] was not just a news story, but a public conversation.” These tools allow, they argue, for a more inclusive mix of views (via emergent communicative norms), media objects (via hyperlinking), and actors (via @-mentioning) to be integrated into debate.

Because the norms of Twitter have led to responses that typically meld news and interpretation, current events are connected to personal experience and world views; “this way, a much wider range of aspects may be included in Twitter discourses than in news reports,” (Maireder & Ausserhofer, 2014, p. 310). Likewise, more events become interconnected. Similarly, tweets “as media objects” tend to become connected to other media objects via hyperlinks. Maireder and Ausserhofer (2014) write that “this network object is part of the ‘material’ base of the networked public sphere” (p. 310). Joining an evolving Twitter discourse to other documents and forums on the Web, hyperlinks bring together commentary emanating from mass media, government, advocacy organizations, and the public. In doing so, they also connect across time, surfacing five-year-old press releases or buried YouTube videos and casting old content in a new light. These tools allow users to reframe old arguments and generate new meaning. The structural design of Twitter also links otherwise isolated individuals, for instance, increasing crosstalk between political elites and more peripheral users enabled by the @-mention function. Twitter’s affordances allow unaffiliated but interested actors to become prominent in conversations, and “reorganize the users’ experiences of the political” (Maireder & Ausserhofer, 2014, p. 316; Ausserhofer & Maireder, 2013; Larsson & Moe, 2012).

Through technical and discursive means, social media provide for linkages in issues, objects, and people. The configuration of the different linkages varies over time, and especially across issues. As explained in the next section, these basic technical features facilitate connections among the many social fragments that together make up the protean public component of deliberative systems.
Personal Publics and ‘Wild Flows’

The public sphere may now be fragmented into “public sphericules” (Cunningham, 2001; Gitlin, 1998; Bruns, 2008) in which smaller subsets of more interested participants address debates in particular thematic areas. However, these sphericules are connected. These issue communities are now most likely to congregate online, particularly on social network platforms (Bruns & Highfield, 2016), where the egocentric networks that surround individual users act as “personal publics” (Schmidt, 2014). As Bruns and Highfield (2016, p. 110) describe, these personal publics serve as a connective tissue, linking widely distributed discussions:

The multitude of personal publics, overlapping with each other as friendship connections are shared between individual users and thus enable flows of information that are determined by common socio-demographic identities, topical interests, and communication practices amongst users, in combination constitutes a global patchwork of interconnected micro-publics, tying together social media, face-to-face, and other communication forms and channels, that may be seen as the lowermost foundation of the overall public sphere.

Habermas (2006) has also noted that “the public sphere is rooted in networks for the wild flows of messages” (p. 415). Focusing on mass media as the major links in the deliberative system, then, misses the opportunity to investigate the foundational linkage role of networks.

Because individuals’ personal publics are centered on social connections rather than specific themes, everyday talk serves as a conduit, an unintentional but important passageway for ideas across issue publics. In this sense the private sphere supports the public sphere in a way that blurs the boundary between the two (Pap-charissi, 2010, 2015). This fact broadens the range of participants contributing to public debate, while also allowing for higher-quality, intensive deliberation within more narrowly thematic sphericules (Bruns & Highfield, 2016). The technological base of social media allows for observation of the dynamics of these information flows – built on these platforms’ network architectures and facilitated by targeting and filtering tools like retweets and hashtags.

Through this, Bruns and Highfield (2016) empirically illustrate how the elements of this de-centered public sphere interconnect – horizontally through personal publics and vertically through issue sphericules. Maireder and Schwarzenegger (2012), Maireder and Schloegl (2014), and Segerberg and Bennett (2011) make similar cases. Because publics have no borders, and users can belong to more than one, information can spread among clusters. These studies provide evidence not only
that filter bubbles and fragmentation may be, in the grand systemic view, unwarranted fears, but also show that digital media technology allows for linkage within and across components of the public sphere. As discourse spreads among clusters, it can acquire new meaning, suggesting that the platforms’ technical structure plays a role in the process of meaning creation (Maireder & Schloegl, 2014, p. 14).

So far I have reviewed how basic technical features of social media allow for intra- and inter-channel connections in deliberation to be made. I have then shown how these features make possible the personal connections that stitch together disparate information flows. Lastly, I will discuss how these conditions allow for discursive connections that bind online and embodied communication spaces together – rhetorically, narratively, and intertextually – and how this can connect those interlocking personal publics, issue publics, and public sphericules to empowered spaces. To do so, I will highlight and describe the linkage role of memes, which connect conversations from the level of code to the level of discourse.

Widely distributed social media messages such as memes are transmitted through basic protocols such as hyperlinks and retweets, and exposed to more general audiences through the technical affordance of platforms’ Trending topic features (Leavitt, 2014). Crucially, they pass through platforms’ personal networks that are to some degree isomorphic to users’ offline social circles after often originating in the interest or issue-centric communities common online. Users also transmit these messages from their original platform to others, typically remediating them in the process (Rodley, 2016). Memes so selected through collaborative filtering hold great capacity to connect to mass media and non-mediated discussion space and thus bear some influence on decision making. Importantly, “As memes move between individuals, the cultural salience of the meme increases; it becomes more meaningful for more people” (Leavitt, 2014, p. 139; Jenkins et al., 2013).

**Discursive Linkage in Social Media**

Linkage can occur through different discursive forms. *Rhetoric*, particularly when intended to bridge to groups across divides rather than bond to those within, can help link deliberators and ideas across a system (Dryzek, 2010). Boswell (2013) makes an extensive argument that *narrative* serves a linkage function across spaces and strata of the public. I will make the case here that *intertextuality* can operate in a similar fashion, and that social media cultures have produced a new communicative form, the Internet meme, that can link flows of deliberation through these various discursive properties.

The aspects of online communication that have yielded remix culture also present a new mechanism to connect distributed deliberations (Börzsei, 2013; Esteves,
People are able to produce, post, respond to, and spread messages at faster rates — to sometimes incalculable audiences — while employing or manipulating images has become easier. These affordances seem to encourage memetic communication. In part because they “rely on collaborative circulation to propagate,” (Estes, 2012, p. 2; Leadbeater, 2009; Meikle & Young, 2012, p. 125), Internet memes have important implications for the ability of discourse objects to serve a linkage role.

Internet memes are “multimodal symbolic artifacts created, circulated, and transferred by countless mediated cultural participants” (Milner, 2013, p. 2359). Most emblematic are image macros: template-based, single images with superimposed text, which are easily shared (Börzsei, 2013; Plevriti, 2014; Rintel, 2013). Scholars see Internet memes as a technological transformation of much older cultural forms, such as fables, caricatures, and political cartoons (Börzsei, 2013; da Silva & Garcia, 2012; Rushkoff, 1997); Shifman (2014) says memes are a kind of “(post)modern folklore.” Perhaps more important than the historical roots this implies is the distinction that Internet memes are somehow different, transfigured by the digital environment. The convergence of media platforms (Jenkins, 2006) contributes to an environment in which memes can flow, and therefore link spaces, in previously unseen ways (Börzsei, 2013, p. 162). Because replicability (i.e., ease, speed, and longevity) is afforded or constrained by the structural conditions in which a meme is created, the Internet is naturally “the ultimate meme hothouse,” (Rintel, 2013, p. 255). Citizens communicate with their own interrelated graphic objects at a new scale: The simplicity and visuality of their formats, the accessibility of meme-generator websites, and the visibility and speed of digital media have maximized their ability to reach others (Börzsei, 2013; Rintel, 2013) while a do-it-yourself aesthetic invites audiences to participate themselves (Shirky, 2010; da Silva & Garcia, 2012). So, while their role in deliberation can be grounded in historical forms, Internet memes, and their potential to serve as connective tissue, transcend these.

Following Mansbridge (1999), we must observe the talk that occurs among citizens wherever it happens, and Internet memes are now a favorite medium of the public (Shifman, 2014). Originating in subcultural Internet areas (e.g., 4chan), political Internet memes now can be found in mainstream discourse (Börzsei, 2013; Esteves, 2012; Huntington, 2013). For example, Mitt Romney made a series of faux pas in the 2012 U.S. presidential campaign concerning, among other things, “binders of women.” His statements were instantly derided in memes, which populated social network feeds, prompting mainstream news organizations to cover the social phenomenon and reproduce meme-makers’ frames for the debate (Freelon & Karpf, 2015; Huntington, 2013). According to the analysis of Freelon and Karpf (2015, p.
401), “citizen participation via social media created objects for engagement by journalists and other media personalities, extending the life of certain issue frames and feeding into the news agenda. Memes […] became news stories unto themselves, in large part due to the diversity of the viewetariat that propped them up.” Moreover, the binders of women meme increased scrutiny on Romney’s gender-equality efforts, leading to the revelation that the percentage of senior-level appointments of women actually declined during his tenure (Boehler, 2012), and that it was MassGAP, a women’s lobbying group, who compiled the list of qualified female applicants (Peralta, 2012). In terms of presenting valid reasons to the public, this meme conveyed that Romney was unsuitable for office due to his telegraphed artifice regarding gender parity; The memetic public surrounding his statement drew attention to its underlying connotation and argued that it is worthy of scorn. Perhaps more importantly, the binders of women meme lives on, long past the election, as a shorthand narrative for gender equality failures and lip service (Wetherbee, 2015, para. 8) that can “adapt to new cultural-ideological contexts” and “help reshape those same contexts.”

It is important to note Internet memes usually fall short of serving deliberative ends, sharing the predominantly phatic nature of most online communication (Dahlgren, 2005). Even when they address substantive political issues, da Silva and Garcia (2012) suggest there are a number of drawbacks inherent in the emerging medium, including a grounding in negativity. Intuitively, this negativity may deepen divides and diminish their capacity to connect, although studies of virality find content evoking high-arousal emotions is most likely to be shared (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Guadagno et al., 2013). Strong negative affect may actually encourage their spread, especially when their source is an out-group member (Guadagno, et al., 2013); through emotional contagion, the oppositional stance common in memes can help infuse social spaces with encounters of difference. But the deliberativeness of such encounters, particularly the frequency of good-faith listening occurring, is also suspect (Ercan, Hendriks & Dryzek, 2015; but see Milner, 2013, pp. 2374-81, for examples of extensive multi-turn arguments, aimed at both implied and specific interlocutors, occurring through meme formats).

Yet the use of memes also allows speakers to enhance deliberation at a system level. Political talk in many online areas tends toward echo chambers, as DeLuca, Lawson and Sun (2012), for instance, found in sealed-off left/right networks of blogs’ Occupy Wall Street (OWS) discussion. An analysis of memes used during the OWS protests, however, showed they assisted discussion between dissimilar points of view (Milner, 2013). Milner argues their creators succeeded where bloggers failed, in part, by employing memes that shared personal anecdotes while coalescing into a broader (and open-ended) narrative (e.g., the 99%), and memes that appropriated popular culture (e.g., Sesame Street), resulting in what he calls “polyvocal” public
discourse. Using these open, demotic forms, meme creators helped facilitate the debate across networks and sites. Interestingly, their ability to do so may partly stem from memes’ uncontrollability. This communication opened up the conversation with new means and to new discussants, including detractors. As a result, the content most shared on OWS Facebook pages was not that bearing direct OWS frames, but rather that which resonated most with audiences (Gaby & Caren, 2012). The openness of messages to the interpretation of disparate audiences and the invitation to recontextualization were more decisive in messages’ memetic “fitness,” (Spitzberg, 2014; Weng et al., 2012).

**Memes as Narrative Linkage**

The ability of those who create and share memes to link forums discursively may be aided by these artifacts’ narrative qualities. In online communication spaces, memes have come to collect and serve as carriers of broader cultural narratives (Möllner, 2012), linking online sites together, while connecting them with empowered offline spaces and the general public’s conversations. Boswell (2013) writes an extensive argument for narrative’s role in deliberative systems. Although narrative certainly exists in the absence of memes, much of his conceptualization can help explain how memes serve to link deliberative sites. He writes that narratives form through the accumulation of anecdotes, linking them to the society-wide discourse. Narratives, like memes, dramatize politics by way of binary representation of issues (Chilton, 2004), and are often vivid renderings that elicit emotional responses. These qualities offer grounding for abstract policy points, making debate more inclusive. They often assume archetypical scripts, normative messages, and cast actors involved as stock characters (Boswell, 2013). Memes, particularly image macros, likewise “build on a set of stock characters that represent stereotypical behaviors” and emotions (Shifman, 2013, p. 112; Börzsei, 2013). Memes tend to rely on existing cultural schema and attendant attitudes to make sense of new political events due to their spatial limitations. This creates a kind of recursive loop of existing and remixed culture, now tied with the political. Like narratives, they provide accessible scripts with which to enter and shift debate, creating “a shared cultural experience,” (Shifman, 2013, p. 367).

But, importantly, both narratives and memes are ambiguous and negotiable (Bruner, 1991; Hajer, 1995; Stone, 2002). This is critical in deliberative systems, where diverse coalitions who must come together to form narratives can then emphasize them differently in different contexts. Because these familiar structures help make sense of complicated issues, those with differing backgrounds and baseline knowledge can similarly describe the same phenomenon. In depending on legitimating from various deliberative strata, a narrative serves to link across the system.
These narrative traits can be observed in influential Internet memes. The “99%” meme, for example, is likely OWS’s most enduring contribution to public discourse; It is now a broadly adopted narrative, the result of a collaborative series of memetic anecdotal storytelling that is both the product and origin of deliberation. 99% memes followed a formula featuring a handwritten statement concerning an individual’s economic hardships, held up for the camera (Gaby & Caren, 2012; see Figure 1). As individual memes, they provided anecdotal storytelling, while they gradually collected into a larger narrative of disadvantaged masses versus Wall Street’s oppression. These memes intentionally relied on pathos, and, like narrative more generally, presented a simple binary. This worked toward gaining sympathy for Occupiers’ position, allowing others to enter the political discussion through emotional engagement (Van Zoonen, 2005). But it also opened the message up to appropriation. The broad utility of the format allowed another group to put forth a “53%” meme (the percent of the American population supposed to pay income tax) in appropriative critique (Figure 1). This counter-meme counter-narrative was also resonant. The inclusive mimetic-narrative “Percenter” structure allowed both those who identified as marginalized at the hands of bankers and those who felt put-upon by the entitled protesters to enter into the discussion and respond to one another through meme. The interplay of their messages filtered through more empowered spaces and the broader cultural landscape.

Figure 1. “I am the 99%” memes (top) and “I am the 53%” memes (bottom)
Memes as Intertextual Linkage

Shifman (2014) notes that memes are heavily intertextual as a medium, relating to one another but also popular culture at large. Milner (2013) argues Occupy memes opened up discussion through appropriating popular culture. Intertextual creations like “Occupy Sesame Street” played on existing associations within audiences. The presence of pop culture increases accessibility and helps to link across strata of society, while also increasing messages’ chances of being shared. Similarly, the “Pepper Spray Cop” meme(s), which used an image of a University of California-Davis police officer nonchalantly pepper-spraying various photo-shopped figures, made use of “interdiscursive” connections to historic events: One set of iterations had him spraying famous activists, such as Tiananmen Square’s Tank Man and Rosa Parks, while another series inserted hallowed American iconography as targets, such as the Constitution, George Washington crossing the Delaware, and soldiers raising the American flag on Iwo Jima (Figure 2). These memes “interdiscursively linked historical events, contemporary news stories, and age-old discussion,” (Milner, 2013, p. 2363). While such connections increased ambiguity about the messages, they made for a powerful, potentially bridging rhetorical style (Dryzek, 2010), and were indispensable in imbuing them with the versatility and recognizability that popularized them.

![Figure 2. “Pepper Spray Cop” memes](https://www.publicdeliberation.net/jpd/vol13/iss1/art4)
Through the use of memes, specifically those that appropriated prominent cultural references, the OWS movement was able to shift the debate at a higher order — in the media and public opinion. Mainstream media covered the 99% and Pepper Spray Cop “stories,” despite earlier dismissive reporting of OWS (DeLuca, Lawson & Sun, 2012), so they can be seen to act as links across levels of deliberation. This pattern recurred in the public commentary surrounding the 2012 presidential debates in the U.S. Suddenly politicized, Big Bird (interestingly, Sesame Street again provided source material) served as a fertile jumping off point for creative expression (Freelon & Karpf, 2015). These authors find that the conversation surrounding another debate soundbite, which lacked a pop culture hook (“horses and bayonets”), was less encouraging of mimetic innovation. And again, the memes became their own news story and extended the life of certain frames.

Because popular culture can serve as points of engagement with politics (Street, Inthorn & Scott, 2013), political Internet memes are important connective tissues in the deliberative system. Just as testimony and storytelling supplement argument with perspective and pathos, memes can do so with visuals, humor, and intertextuality, while coalescing into narratives that penetrate mass media and public dialogue. Memes can convey arguments more accessibly to others. In turn, they can connect discussions occurring across networks, sites, and spaces in the greater deliberative system.

An Agenda for Social Media Linkage Research

Although the system view of deliberation has become popular among scholars, many neglect what may be its core concern: the linkage among its distributed components. This is a particularly glaring oversight for research that examines online deliberation from an expanded “everyday talk” perspective, which is premised on the notion that interconnected spaces can contribute different “goods” in the constitution of the system. However, many digital media studies provide accounts of the ways their objects of study connect strands of discourse over time and space. I have reviewed these here and noted their relevance to the deliberative system project. Specifically, individuals are able to link discussions through technical means, such as hyperlinks and hashtags, while social media platforms’ architectures allow for a patchwork of information flows through interconnected personal networks. New communication forms native to online spaces, such as Internet memes, can be transmitted through these pathways, and in their narrative and intertextual properties connect across social strata while reaching the mass media, embodied space, and elites. This argument bears a series of research questions. In this section I propose three sets of jumping-off points, followed by a discussion of potential analytic approaches.


Research Questions

First, we can pose a number of research questions that are essentially descriptive, lend themselves to quantitative investigation, and naturally flow from the arguments made in this article. We should ask simply to what degree, and in what configuration, a system’s discussions are linked. We can then ask how the presence or strength of these links changes over time. Next we may consider whether some spaces are more likely to be linked than others, and by which means (e.g., technical features, networks, narrative). The latter questions, in particular, may enrich the discourse architecture literature. A second group of research questions build upon the first group, and may be less apparent. Answering them may be best achieved using interpretive methods. Does the presence of a given link lead to actual transmission, and, if so, what is the degree of fidelity? What degree of accountability from elites is evident? And, finally, are these links actually deliberative in nature? Third, scholars can address research questions about what moderates the above outcomes. Does the existence, strength, mechanism, or deliberativeness of a link vary based upon context? For instance, although the idea has not received sufficient scholarly attention, “certain issues may be inherently more prone to certain types of democratic discourse,” (Freelon, 2015, p. 787; see also Bennet et al., 2007; Carmines & Stimson, 1980). The same may be true for different issues encouraging or discouraging linkages – in type, strength, duration and so on. Likewise, comparative research may detect cultural variability in these processes.

Analytic Approaches

It is clear that the uniquely media-rich, and interconnected, environment of online discourse should be assessed in some greater detail than allowed for in current empirical evaluations of deliberative quality. One modest hope for future research is the inclusion of linkage — in some operationalization — as a consideration in studies of deliberative “quality” or “sequencing.” The most immediate way to realize this goal would be to graft a linkage criterion onto existing quantified quality rubrics (e.g., those of Bachtiger & Steenbergen, 2004; Zimmermann, 2015). Beyond rubrics, though, further quantitative methods can be used to address the initial research questions posed above.

Network analyses can readily account for the ways that hyperlinks, retweets, and other “material” objects connect deliberation across spaces (and time) (e.g., Bruns & Highfield, 2016; Maireder & Ausserhofer, 2014) if shifted to address research questions concerning systemic linkage for specific issues. Likewise, agenda-setting or agenda-building analyses, particularly intermedia agenda-setting approaches (e.g., Groshek & Groshek, 2013), can be repurposed to shed light on the links among a democracy’s various mediated spaces. The intermedia approach can better
account for the complex system of spaces through which claims pass. Linkage may be examined further via second- or third-level agenda-setting analyses. Second-level (attribute) agenda-setting can account for the transmission of issue attributes’ relative prominence (e.g., McCombs et al., 1998), while third-level (network) agenda-setting can determine the extent to which a medium “bundles” attributes and makes them co-salient downstream, in influenced channels (e.g., Vu et al., 2014). When coupled with an intermedia approach, these offer especially nuanced ways to detect the presence and strength of links in a deliberative system. Researchers also may take a more prospective, psycho-social approach to evaluating messages, borrowing frameworks for gauging mimetic diffusion potential (Lerman & Ghosh, 2010; Spitzberg, 2014), virality (Guadagno et al., 2013; Liu-Thompkins, 2012), frame resonance (Lakoff, 2004), emotional resonance (Gross, 2008; Ng & Kiddle, 2010), or intertextual resonance (Panagiotidou, 2010). Importantly, however, none of these approaches can say “whether, and to what extent, such transmission is deliberative in nature,” (Boswell et al., 2016, p. 3).

Conversely, linkage can be approached from an interpretive standpoint. Ercan et al. (2015) argue that particularly in the study of message transmission processes, quantitative approaches “must be allied to interpretive techniques, which are more attentive to the substance of these connections and the context in which they occur; interpretive research can go beyond an analysis of the presence, apparent strength or relative frequency of such connections and offer a deeper understanding of their nature,” (p. 13). Discourse analyses that reflect on actors’ sense-making across sites of deliberation (Hajer & Laws, 2006; Stevenson & Dryzek, 2012) could be particularly well-suited to understanding the emergence or effectiveness of narrative and intertextual linkage in social media. While it is possible to measure the presence of a narrative, and thus its surface-level transmission, interpretive analysis may discover that it is co-opted and watered down as it approaches empowered sites. On a related note, to address the problem of cooption and distortion, Neblo (2005) proposes a model in which decision-makers must make efforts to show that their expressed claims track with those circulating in the public space, making linkage a two-way street (Boswell et al., 2016). Research at the intersection of social media and deliberative systems might probe how this “accountability” can manifest online, whether it be politicians retweeting the concerns of voters, engaging with popular memes, or more substantial, long-term engagement.

One final interest to linkage research is better understanding the variety of linkage mechanisms and the implications of their co-existence. Because different forms of linkage are not mutually exclusive and can occur simultaneously, competing legitimacy claims may be passed on to empowered spaces (Boswell et al., 2016). Even given limited distortion and competition, effective linkage must not be thought of solely as the correspondence of claims between public and decision-making sites,
because this not only limits success to policy impact, but may confuse similar discourse for meaningful influence.

Addressing different mechanisms of linkage and accumulating an understanding of the ways deliberative systems’ distributed parts connect can help clarify how the theoretically appealing concept plays out in messy practice. Doing so may require a range of methodological tools, and call for collaboration among scholars of political communication, digital media, deliberative democracy, and other neighboring literatures. In any case, considering the arguments made in this article can help scholars think both big and small picture — reflect on individual artifacts’ connections to an overarching system, while grounding a system view in the necessary ground-level building blocks. As the study of deliberation simultaneously turns toward empirical analysis and the system view, an important opportunity to analyze linkage lies ahead.
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